The Innovation Expert System, IES, and its FSTP Tests
- A Fundamental Shake-up ofPatent Business -

The innovation business area, including patent business, is on the way to become decisive for enterprises'
and even national economies. The IES supports analysing an alleged innovation, e.g. of a patent,
just as a MRT system analyses a biological body - but to a much higher degree of identification
and description of its problem, of conclusiveness as to its potential solutions, and of its instant and
ubiquitous responsivity. It is fully based on the Internet and terminaVPC/Laptop/... , i.e. classical IT,
and functionally on very advanced IT. It is protected by aseries ofIPRs.
The IES is, for any patent under development or examination or attack, a judicial and economical
fundamental breakthrough: It namely enables dependably determining and representing in its
• explorative mode, all its legal and technical facts it is supposed to meet.
" affirmative mode, in real-time, all such facts and all relations between them as needed in a court room debate.
To this end the IES leverages on all the original relevant marked-up documents, input to it. They
represent the invention/innovation, the pertinent prior art and skill, the law applied, and the Highest
Courts' pertinent precedents - e.g. a patent with a c1aimed invention, patents with prior art, textbooks
with skill, 35 USC §§ 112/102/103/101, and all pertinent Supreme Court and CAFC decisions. In the
EU e.g. the EPC's peer sections and the EPO's precedents.
The IES is the only systern e fully automatically guiding its user - be it an inventor, an examiner,
a lawyer, a judge - through the 10 FSTP Tests representing all the Highest Courts' determined
legal requirements a claimed invention must meet for being patentable and patent-eligible, • semiautomatically prompting it (in explorative mode) to input all legal and technical facts, and • fully
automatically (in affirmative mode) delivers them to it in real-time on its query.
The 10 FSTP Tests precisely model the needs of the patent law and
Highest Courts as to a c1aimed invention. They are absolutely unique
- nothing alike existed before.
The IES, based on the 10 FSTP Tests, • automatically talks its user
through them and • instandy replies any query as to them. It is
absolutely unique
- nothing alike existed before.
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Patent Technology: The Innovation Expert System, IES
+ its 10 FSTP Tests

From the point of view of advanced IT, the MarkmanlKSRIBilski/Mayo line of Supreme Court
decisions requests refining the classical claim construction by "inventive concepts", at least for a
model based claimed invention, i.e. a "non-machine-or-transformation" -type invention as typical for
emerging technologies. According to the CAFC's view at this "refined claim construction", it should
ensure that all the latter's "aspects" properly meet - when testing the claimed invention for its meeting
the requirements stated by 35 USC § 102, 103, 101 to be met by it - the requirements stated by 35
USC § 112 as to the inventive concepts' disclasures. These parts of 35 USC have peers in other patent
laws, e.g. the EU's EPC's §§ 52-57,69.

Recent mathematical Knowledge Representation research shows that
under these 4 unanimous Supreme Court decisions as to 35 USC §§ 112/102/103/l01
• any inventive concept of a claimed invention is a legal fact comprising a technical fact, and that
• testing 10 such aspects is necessary and sufficient for deciding, whether
the claimed invention is patentable and patent-eligible, i.e. it meets the §§ 112/102/103/101
requirements, and that
• these Supreme Court decisions enable warranting consistency and predictability in
patent precedents, and
o recognizing the principle governing the cooperation between District Courts and the CAFC in
patent interpretation.
No alternative is known to putting the refined claim construction onto this constitutionally and
scientifically secure fundament provided by the inventive concepts requested by the Supreme Court.

This "patent technology's" 10 FSTP Tests fully automatically prompt the IES user - when applying
them exploratively to a claimed invention - through semi-automatically checking its meeting the
requirements stated by
• § 112, "well-definedness ofits inventive concepts", i.e, their 1) disaggregation into
elementary ones, 2) lawful disclasures, 3) definitiveness, and 4) enablement;
§§ 102/103, "novelty/nonobviousness of this invention", i.e, its 7) creativity/inventivity,
after having assessed their 5) independence, and 6) non-equivalence;
• § 101, "patent-eligibility of it and its claim", i.e. its not only being 8) a naturallaw, or
9) idempotent,or 10) an abstract idea alias preemptive.
Thereafter, the 10 FSTP Tests are affirmatively reproducible fully automatically anytime in real-time.

The patent alles IES/FSTP technology is:
• concerned only with sub-physical and sub-natural-language but purely mathematical nations,
i.e. is axiomatized, and hence scientifically non-attackable.
• due to this level of abstraction, capable of modelling any known or new innovation.
Thus, it is heralding a newage in innovation business.
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The Innovation Expert System, IES, and 10 FSTP TestsThe Highest Courts' patent precedents have been the best sources of valuable suggestions for how to
overcome the key epistemological problem of determining a claimed invention's inventive concepts.
• The US Supreme Court's KSR decision (2007) explicitly provides a very ambitious explicit hint at the
creativity of the person of ordinary skill to be a key issue, which must be considered more carefully.
• In the German BGH's Spannschrauben (1996) decision, the X. Senat had already explicitly stated
that a reasonable patent/claim interpretation is possible only on the basis of a technique-teaching
providing the basis for the definitions of its terms/notions. Since the 60th, this since ever common
knowledge of Linguistics is further differentiated by IT sciences into lexicallsyntacticallsemantical
analysis (considering pragmatics as subspecies of semanties). In its Gegenstandsträger (2008) decision
this Senat itemized creativity by equally ambitiously explicitly hinting at independent thoughts as
creativity quantif)ring by their number, being its inventive steps.
• By its Bilski (2010) and particular its Mayo (2012) decision, the US Supreme Court explicitly requested
to use the notion of"inventive concept" - being a refined synonym to the German "inventive step",
as also used by the EPO's Large Board - for clarif)ring legal and technical aspects arising in granting
patents to emerging technology based claimed inventions.
These unanimous Highest Courts' decisions hence are the fundament of future patent precedents.

- Spin-off ofHighest Courts' Patent Precedents
Focusing on these Highest Courts' requests - that and how creativity may and must be made identifiable,
measurable, and pragmatically qualifiable - Mathematical Knowledge Representation (KR) research
recently developed 10 FSTP Tests enabled by inventive concepts. Passing all 10 tests by a claimed
invention is necessary and sufficient for performing a refined claim construction for it. Then this
claimed invention is well-defined, patentable, and patent-eligible.
Its being well-defined, patentable, and patent-eligible by definition says that the claimed invention
meets all the requirements stated by 35 USC §§ 112/102/103/101 to be met by it - as these 4 sections
are interpreted by the Markman/KSRIBilski/Mayo line of unanimous Supreme Court decisions. I.e.:
The claimed invention meets all requirements of these 4 sections of 35 USC iff it passes all 10 FSTP
Tests.
While all other tests of a claimed invention known so far (e.g. TMS, MoT, ... ) were based on hopes
to eventually become recognized as decisive in Highest Courts' patent precedents, at least as to a
claimed invenrtion's (nonlobviousness - clearly denied by the KSRIBilski/Mayo line of Supreme
Court decisions - the IES'es 10 FSTP Tests are scientifically assessed to exactly model by elementary
(axiomatized) mathematics these very Supreme Court's patent precedents.
The IES'es 10 FSTP Tests hence are the scientific fundament of this future patent precedents.

Emerging Technology Inventions
Need "Refined Claim Construction"

Claimed inventions in emerging technologies made the Highest Courts aware of shortcomings of
applying to their patents/applications the classical claim construction, as determined by the Markman
and Philips landmark decisions. Indeed - as proven by the Supreme Court in particular in its KSRI
Bilski/Mayo decisions - applying just the classical claim construction to such a document and a claim
therein, does not yet enable recognizing of its claimed invention
• all its lawfi..tlly disclosed and creative properties of this claim's quoted elements, i.e. their
"inventive concepts", for this claimed invention's later test under §§ 102/103, and
• whether an inventive concept contributes to the claimed invention's patentability or not, for its test
under § 101 and all inventive concepts stillleave it as an abstract idea only.
Thus, the Supreme Court clearly requests a "refined claim construction" removing this deficiency - and
the CAFC is about to clarifying what it is going to be in detail.
These deficiencies of classical claim construction are due to two peculiar features of all emerging
technology inventions: Their and their problems' descriptions, in the patent specification, are always
i) "model-based" and often u) implemented as and/or by a "software system". Both these features
require a preciseness of consideration - also by the person of ordinary skill and creativity (KSRIBilskil
Mayo) - never needed for classical "machine or transforrnation" type inventions.
Aspect i) encourages to sloppiness in drafting and/or interpreting in particular claims (but also their
patents' specifications) - as the "model as such"underlying a claimed invention often is not clearly understood (see the model discussion in our amicus brief in the Myriad case, www.fstp-expert-system.com,
a counterexample of a more mature model is the OSI Refere~ce Model underlying telecommunications). Then this claimed invention - notionally always to be described as an application on top ofits
model and using it, this model as such being a conglomerate of patent-illegible naturallaws and/or
abstract ideas thereof - is described in a way mixing it up with this model, on which it inevitably is
based.This absurdly makes the model part of patents granted.
Aspect ii) is another source of troubles: A claim on a sofrware-implemented invention is a claim on
a whole set of inventive methods/apparatus, established by the set of all its possible implementations.
These may technically so dramatically differ from each other that the question arises, whether the
claimed invention is "not only an abstract idea" of this invention, in that its inventor has only vaguely
delimited the reach ofits applicability (see the amicus briefin the CLS case,www.fstp-expert-system.com).
According to the Supreme Court, this is the case if and only ifits claim's wording has been drafted such
that it does not exclude that its protective scope is "preemptive".
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"Refined Claim Construction" Enables
Consistent and Predictable Patent Precedents

The above Highest Courts' patent precedents - and its outcome, the "refined claim construction" - took
it to a significantly higher level of evolution: It now namely is fit for handling also claimed inventions
from areas of emerging technologies. Such claimed inventions mostly are model based, i.e. of nontangible subject matter, and hence are not completely presentable solely by classical claim construction,
as just described. This evolution went as follows:
o

By its KSRIBilski/Mayo line of unanimous decisions the Supreme Court requested this development
- thus adjusting patent precedents to the needs of emerging technologies, to using the potentials of
advanced IT, and to following the known pattern of development of any nature science. Hence, as
a first step to this end, it introduced into claiming an invention its "inventive concepts", identif)ring
therein the elementary building blocks of its creativity/inventivity - as the basis for checking its
patentability and patent-eligibility.The driving force, in this line of decisions of the Supreme Court,
is its constitutional responsebility to warrant that the economic requirements of the US society, as
stated by 35 USSC, are met by the US patent system also in the future by patenting model based (i.e.
intangible subject matter based) inventions, as typical for emerging technologies.

• The CAFC is constitutionally responsible for developing the US patent precedents within the
framework of 35 USC and these Supreme Court decisions. Hence, it invited amicus briefs as to the
interpretation of the § 112 in this light (see www.fstp-expert-system.com, the LBC case) and asked
therein for identif)ring new "aspects" of such refind claim constructions.
Mathematical Knowledge Representation (KR) research, focused on this framework, shows: Within
it, defining a claimed invention's refined claim construction - according to 35 USC 112 such that
it enables this claimed invention's test under 35 USC §§ 102/103/101, i.e. for being patentable and
patent-eligible - implies:
• The classical claim construction for a claimed invention is to be expanded - to a refined claim
construction of its claim - by appending to anyone of the elements comprised by its wording a list
of the claimed invention's disclosed and independent inventive concepts, the conjunction of which
describes this element's invented property.
e

For a claimed invention's so refined claim construction holds: It has 10 testable such "aspects", which
all are true if and only if it is patentable and patent-eligible (i.e. it meets all requirements stated by
these 4 sections ofUSC 35).

• The 10 resp. tests, at best partia1ly known to classical claim construction but not testable therewith,
are enabled by the inventive concepts of its refined claim construction.
Note finally: Emerging technologies requirements to be met by national patent systems are the same
worldwide.This should enable their harmonization, at least as to these fundamental parts of their patent
laws and their interpretations by their Highest Courts, starting with 35 USC §§ 112/102/103/101 and
their peers in the EPC.
- 7-
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Impacts of the Automatics ofPatent Technology:
Specifically on PTOs -

Instead oftreasures ofthe soil and industry, today treasures ofthe intangible medium "expert knowledge"
are fuelling national economies, in particular their wealth creating engines: Their enterprises dealing
with expert knowledge driven innovations. Intellectual properties are their key resources. IPRs hence
become crucial national tangibles.
This comes along not only as an explosion of the number and complexity ofinventions claiming patents,
but also as a strong need of open, technically fit, and speedy PTOs, which unfolds increasing economic
urgency. As to this well-known dilemma with all PTOs, the use of the IES and its 10 FSTP Tests may
enable a decisive break-through:
• The applicant is encouraged - e.g. by granting it an accelerated procedure - to submit, together with
its application form, a data structure ("PTR-DS") comprising the marked-up patent application,
its claimed invention's refined claim construction (potentially one per claim) , as well as all the
other marked-up documents used for deriving it . The applicant is supposed to have generated this
PTR-DS by means of an IES (being its own, or the PTO's, or another IES service provider's one).
The Examiner then only needs to verify, by means of the PTO's IES, whether the applicant has generated this PTR-DS correctly by answering all questions asked by the IES truthfully, i.e. as allegedly
implied by the enclosed documents' mark-ups - whereby the Examiner again may be automatically
guided through the checks he or the PTO has selected. I.e., he needs to perform only a very small
fraction of his today's work required to this end.
Thus, the IES/FSTP patent technology enables the PTO to reverse the burden of proving the
nonexistence oflegal or technical facts in the documents comprised by the PTR-DS, which would
render its claimed inventionts) non-patentable or not-patent-eligible. This reversal of the burden of
proof wou1d at least triple or quadruple an Examiner's throughput of patent examinations.
CIl

As to business/healthcare/green/nano/life sciencei... inventions - just as to any other model-based
invention, as typical for advanced technologies, and the more for emerging technologies - this
reversal of the burden of proof of PTOs is without alternative. Due to the accelerating increase of
sophisticated expert knowledge, on which these inventions leverage, it is absolutely unthinkable that
the PTOs' human resources would be able to quantitatively as well as qualitative1y keep up with it, if
they remain tied into today's misallocation of their capacity.

• Note that using, by a PTO, IESes this way would permanently achieve a drilling effect with the
Examiners. The IES is namely capable of automatically prompting hirn through all the peculiarities
of the 10 FSTP Tests (se1ected by hirn or automatically by some strategy of the PTO), and wherever
he encounters an uncertainty as to evaluating the answer provided by the user to an IES question
when generating the PTR-DS, the Examiner cou1d instantly get from the IES learning platform (see
below) the precise guidance how to derive this answer from the documents comprised by the PTRDS, i.e. independently of the information provided by the user.

© TELES 2013
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• Finally, this use ofIESes by the PTO not only vastly simplifies/accelerates the Examiner's work and
moreover makes hirn subject to a permanent training on the job, but also provides transparency as to
its decisions - if needed by the applicant, or by a later check, or by another Examiner: The IES and
its 10 FSTP Tests work for a court exactly the same way as for an Examiner and for the applicant,
including showing to them all information input into the PTR-DS - including in particular those
annotated by the Examiner and/or another expert.
This change of mode of operation of a PTO were nothing else but making it operate the same way as
a building supervisory authority: The latter would not even dream of determining on its own, whether
an application for approval of erecting a building is solidly constructed - but it would apriori leave
providing this proof (that this construction is solid) to e.g. the building's owner. I.e.: The building
supervisory authority would just check and confirm or not his proof submitted, and accordingly grant
the right to erect/use this building or refuse it.

- and on Inventors, Research, Patent Law Firms, Courts

A PTO using an IES the way just described in e.g. a patent application would tremendously support
improving not only the speed and the quality of its communications - about the application's
claimed inventionts) - with so involved non-PTO parties, but also these parties' coordinations of
such examinations with their thereto only indirectly related other concerns. Such as: An inventor's
further enhancement of its claimed invention currently checked by the Examiner, or a research group's
reallocation of its related research efforts, or a patent law firrn's reconsideration of other pending cases
in the light of this one, or a court's recognizing legal subtleties of the PTO's position in the pending
case as being of interest in other alike cases. This additional support to these parties by the PTO may
be enabled by the IES by having them select Knowledge Representations of the claimed invention at
issue, which best take care of these other concerns, and clarify them as part of the patent application
at issue. Such cooperation of the PTO, causing absolutely no additional effort for it, would not only
greatly facilitate creating trust into it but also simplifY regarding such concerns in their work and in
future communications about it with the PTO.

Needless to say that any involved non-PTO party would be supported by the automatics of the IES, in
all this work, exactly as precedingly described for the Examiner support.

- 9-
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FIG. 2 : The Typical District Court Situation
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The IES'es and 10 FSTP Tests' Learning Too!

The crucial point in marketing and applying the IES and its 10 FSTP Tests is the ease oflearning the
working of both of them, which implies being guided by both of them, i.e. getting familiar with and
subsequently just using the IES and its 10 tests, in whatever mode the IES is in. Both these learning
processes as to both these functionalities may be greatly facilitated by the fact that they all deal with
finite problems. Intuitively, this is immediately c1ear, due to the evident fact that - modulo technical
details alias cr-Cs and modulo redundant use oflegal facts alias le-Cs - there is, for anyone of the only
finitely many requirements stated by these 4 sections of 35 USC (i.e. basically: for anyone of the 10
FSTP Tests), only a finite set of meaningful argument chains related to it.

The following bullet points outline just examples of how this finiteness would be leveraged on when
training the use of this patent technology - which is very much the same in training as in application
situations.
• The KR machine of the IES may, controlled by itself or by the PTR being FSTP Tested, often
recognize and check the current state ofthe IES and /or the user and which user actions are reasonable
and/or correct therein, resp. prompt such user action. I.e., the multimedia user interface (MMUI)
may "talk hirn/her through" - by means of a pre-configured/-able standard dialogs, as they are known
from e.g. GPS navigation systems - whatever series of reasonable actions .
• The user thus often would be safely guided by the IES'es MMUI in using the FSTP Tests of
a PTR in both IES modes and /or in any of the KRs of the PTR. This may hold also while/if
non-IES services are being or have been used. This guidance may explain to the user anytime the
currently binding or optional context - of nature such as "technical", "law/precedents" (i.e. the
currently used 35 USC resp. Highest Courts' patent background of the IES), "KR" (i.e, the currently
used advanced IT background of the IES), "manuals" (e.g. the USPTO's/EPO's MPEPs), "document
annotations", ... - to a detail the user has asked for.
• At the time being, only a straightforward q/a index platform is available on www.fstp-expert-system.
com, which replies a query for a technical or legal keyword used by FSTP technology by returning
the index into the user selected document on this server - be it a FSTP document or a quotation
from or FSTP mark-up version of some authority's document.

As several patent applications are pending covering the IES/FST patent technology: All these learning
tools as to this technology, just as an IES training and a training system of FSTP Tests, will be made
accessible for free on www.fstp-expert-system.com - the FSTP Tests as such are scientific insights
and hence not patentable, at all (which does not apply for their applications using them, e.g. the here
presented ones).

-11 -
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The IES/FSTP 4 Knowledge Representations
Modeling ALL Knowledge and the 10 FSTP Tests

FIG. 3 shows four separate windows of the IES'es UI, simultaneously mapped onto the "survey"
window, identified by the acronyms "o-doc.i", "facts.i", "plcs.i", and "tests" at their top left edges standing for the information/knowledge representations of about • the original document.i's, • their
facts on the oIBAD/BID-KR levels, • their "patent logic carrying semantics" items on these levels,
and • the 10 tests. Anyone of these windows may be arbitrarily zoomed, positioned, and overlapped
within the survey window. The graphical items within these four windows basically represent inventive concepts and/or their components in these KRs, the lines between these items represent their
interrelations.
The IES'es UI presents - functionally top-down and in telegram style - in its survey window
• on the right upper side, in the "tests" widow, an overview about the use of the c1aimed invention's
inventive concepts, represented by the matrix columns, by the various tests, represented by the matrix
lines.
• on the right lower side, in the "facts.i" window, a stack of 3 TT.i's - per TT.i arranged on its plane in
concentric "KR rings" (delimited by dashed lines) and its items having KR specific shapes (the large/
small ellipses representing BAD/BID-cr-Cs), one being selected and hence showing some relations
-and
• on the left lower side, in the "o-doc.i" window, the two stacks of the peer 3 doc.i's (their mark-ups
comprising all cr-Cs' disclosures) and of the doc.CTs (their mark-ups comprising allle-Cs, i.e.law/
precedents items applicable) .
• on the left upper side, in the "plcs.i" window, the subject matter items (cr-Cs) interre1ating with legal
items (le-C).
The lower right side facts.i stack provides to the user the overview about all the subject matter items
existing at all in a c1aimed invention's analysis - enabling it to easily accessing and zooming into
anyone, checking for its being lawfully disclosed as visualized (on the left upper side) by showing all
its technical and legal relations and their reasons resulting from the stacked doc.i 's and doc.CTs on the
left lower side.
In total: The survey window provides
• immediate access to ALL informationlknowledge existing in anyone test of the c1aimed invention.
• immediate and instant crossoverfrom ANYONE subject matter item to its peer in anyTT.i - and back.
• immediate crossover from ANYONE subject matter item to ANYONE of its relation - and back.
• immediate crossover from ANYONE relation to its peer in anyTT.i - and back.
• immediate crossover from ANYONE test using an item or relation to any test and its use thereof.
• immediate information about the impact of a change performed in one of the 4 windows on the
other windows, if there are any, and all these services instantly, i.e. in "dialog real-time".
- 13 -
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Edsger Dijkstra
1930-2002

FIG. 4: Some Godfathers ofAdvanced IT
~

J

Alfred Tarski
1901-1983

- and of the IES/FSTP Technology
Ikhnaton is a godfather (besides Moses, Jesus, Allah, ... ) of today's belief of many of us in the then
innovation of only one single and almighty god of infinite love and forgivingness - as emphasized by
Jesus, in particular. Plato is a godfather of today's belief in the then innovation of only one atomicity
of any physical medium of this world. Socrates is a godfather (besides Newton, Leibniz, ... ) of today's
belief in only one way of correct arguing scientifically. Euclid is a godfather (besides PeanolFrenkel/
Zermelo, Zorn, Hilbert, ) of today's belief in the independency of thoughts alias axioms
.
Kant is a godfather (besides Hegel, Nietzsche, Marx, Wittgenstein ... ) of today's belief in rationality.
..... Tarski is a godfather (besides Turing, Church, Dijkstra, ... ) of today's belief in the then innovation
that mental and hence mathematical simplicity alias modellability is indispensable for rationality,
.
These observations are hopelessly fragmental only, e.g. as to their then innovations. Nevertheless, such
innovations repeatedly made nations wealthy. Thus, questions for the being of innovations deserve
interest. First of all: Cant we leam from the past, what the substance is of such an innovation? As to
"model based" inventions - all emerging technology innovations are made up from model based inventions, just as most recently established technology innovations (such as those in telecommunications)
- the answer to this question is induced by the above Highest Courts decisions: "Yes, its substance is
its inventive concepts".
The IES/FSTP technology derives its power primarily from such insights of these Highest Courts
decisions into the epistemological problem of inventing and communicating an invention in a print
medium (besides into those of granting or denying temporary patent monopoly to itj.These insights
are put in their decisions always only very briefly, as they don't deal with technology development.The
IES/FSTP technology is the multifaceted invention leveraging on these Highest Courts insights.
But the IES/FSTP technology has still another source of wisdom: Some knowledge about how
mathematics, physics, chemistry, and technologies evolved and are interrelated - i.e. about the being of
some simpler ones of the above innovations, ofwhich epistemological alias analytic philosophical alias
AI aspects are addresses by the following bullet points:
CI Mathematically/Logically the IES/FSTP technology must resolve only a finite problem. N amely,
it deals with only a finite set of information, for the interpretation of which only finitely many
admissible combinations exist.
CI All predicates it needs - for describing all properties of all elements - are only of "sub-first-orderlogic", i.e, may be presented in the "conjunctive normal form" and hence are comparable.
CI Any inventive concept, representing a modification ofone or several prior art or skill concepts, requires
having at least one resp. thought, first, ofthis modification.The minimal number of such independent
inventive concepts/thoughts models the claimed invention's semantic height over prior art and skill,
i.e. its §§ 1021103 test.
CI A KR transformation of a claimed invention may be indispensable for warranting this independence,
and also for separating patent-eligible independent inventive concepts from non-patent-eligible ones.
CI This enables its § 101 test, i.e. determining its nonidempotentivity and nonpreemptivity.
Thus, IES/FSTP technology is heralding a Mathematical Innovation Theory.
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Curriculum Vitae of Prof. D r.-Ing. Sigram Schindler
• Born in Lodz (Poland) in 1936
• German nationality since 1939
• Resident of Germany since 1945
Cl Abitur in Bavaria in 1956.

Academic Career:
• Mainly se1f-financed studies at the Technical University ofBerlin (TUB) - applied mathematics, theoretical
physics, abstract mathematics, several arts.
• Diploma thesis on non-re1ativistic e1ementary partic1e theory (Schrödinger theory), doctoral thesis on sate1lite
mechanics (optimal orbit transfers), habilitation thesis on operating systems (multiprocessor scheduling).
• From 1971: Co-author of the program for establishing information sciences at the German Universities, as
member of the German Federal Government's resp. board (being the academic IT representative for Berlin to the
Federal Minister for Research and Technology).
Cl Additionally from 1971: Participation in the preparation, definition, foundation and administrative
implementation of the Department ofInformation Seiences at the TUB.
• Since 1972: Professor and since 1974 full professor of operating systems (later also of communication systems) in
the Department ofInformation Seiences at the TUB - after several calls from other universities.
• Ramping up, for many years, awareness of the upcoming te1ecommunications technologies in Germany, by
running on behalf of the GI (= Gesellschaft fuer Informatik, the German nationwide academic society of
te1ecommunications technologies) the annual conferences at the TUB.
• First UNIX licence in Europe.
Cl One of the first ARPA accesses in Europe.
• Consequently, more than a dozen students became university professors.
• Chairman of many teaching and studies committees, research and developrnent committees, and examination
boards for the various Information Seiences programs at the TUB.
e 1976 to 1994: Member of national, European and international bodies for deve1opment, promotion and
standardization of future IT technologies, in particular LAN/te1ecommunications/textisecurity technologies.
e 1996: Application for sabbaticalleave from teaching responsibilities at the TUB, granted for the "hands-on
management" ofTELES AG (see be1ow).
Cl 2001: Emeritus ofTUB, indispensable at the retirement age.
Business Career:
1983: Foundation ofTELES GmbH, with shareholder's equity ofDM 50 thousand, sole share holder and
general manager. Then focus ofTELES GmbH: deve1opment, manufacturing and distribution of advanced
te1ecommunications and security technologies and systems.
Cl 1996: Transformation ofTELES GmbH to TELES AG, at annu al revenues ofDM 22 million, sole shareholder
and CEO.
Cl 1998: IPO ofTELES AG, at annual revenues ofDM 100 million, majority shareholder and CEO until today.
1999: Refocus ofTELES on value-added Internet systems and acquisition of the webhosting start-up STRATO.
Cl Since 2002: Member of the National Economic Affairs Council of the CDU.
. 2005: Sale ofSTRATO AG for more than € 130 million.
Since 2005: Developing a portfolio of international patents - prototyping some of them - covering the future
• high-end mobile broadband Internet mass market
• high-end mobile broadband media networking market, and
• high-end patents/innovations market of all emerging technologies.
Cl

TELES AG Informationstechnologien
Ernst-Reuter-Platz 8
D-10587 Berlin
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